Reducing attrition bias with an instrumental variable in a regression model: results from a panel of rheumatoid arthritis patients.
This study proposes an econometric technique to reduce attrition bias in panel data. In the simplest case, one estimates two regressions. The first is a probit regression based on sociodemographic and clinical characteristics measured at baseline. The probit regression estimates the probability that subjects stay or leave over the duration of the study. We insert the predicted probabilities from the probit regression into an inverse Mills ratio (IMR) or hazard rate to form an instrumental variable. We use this instrumental variable subsequently as an additional covariate in a second regression model that attempts to explain fluctuations in the dependent variable. The second regression, which is linear, includes only subjects who remained in the study. In alternative models, instrumental variables are created using predicted values from least squares and logit regressions estimating the probability that subjects stay or leave. The use of the instrumental variables reduces the effects of attrition bias in the linear regression model. We applied the technique to a panel of patients with rheumatoid arthritis (RA) enrolled in 1981 and followed through 1990. We attempted to predict values for a measure of functional disability recorded in 1990 with use of covariates measured in 1981. The dependent variable was an index of disability in 1990 and the independent variables (covariates) included the disability index from 1981, the years of duration of RA, gender, marital status, education, and age in 1981. The correction technique suggested that ignoring attrition bias would underestimate the strength of associations between being female and the subsequent disability index, and overestimate the strength of associations between being married spouse present, age, and the initial disability index on the one hand and the subsequent disability index on the other.